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Rotation of a two-dimensional Coulomb cluster in a magnetic field
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A coordinated study of a laboratory experiment, a computer simulation, and a theoretical analysis reveals a
structure and its dynamic motion of a Coulomb cluster trapped in a plasma with a confining potential in the
presence of gravitational and magnetic fields. Charged dust particulates are found to form a circle in a
horizontal plane with a radius determined by a balance of a restoring force due to a confining potential and the
screened Coulomb force between dust particulates. The dust particulates in a circle show angular rotation with
the structure intact, while they oscillate radially around the equilibrium orbit. The analytical study reveals the
oscillatory rotational nature of dust particulates as a result of coupling between the Lorentz force and the
harmonic oscillation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the observation of plasma crystal formation
1994, behavior of fine particles, ranging from submicron
tens of microns in size, ubiquitously present in plasmas
space as well as in laboratory has been extensively stu
by experiments, simulations, as well as theories@1#. Such
particulates, called fine particles, grains, or dust particula
are charged negatively, typically with 103–104 electronic
charges, in a plasma as a result of balancing electron and
flux flowing onto the surface. Such a large charge substa
in a plasma modifies the basic properties of a plasma lik
Debye length and shows a unique feature such as forma
of a wake potential in the presence of ion flow@2,3#. The
presence of a large number of dust particulates in a pla
develops new types of collective phenomena including l
frequency oscillations, waves, and instabilities@4#. The struc-
ture of a cloud with a large number of dust particulates w
successfully controlled by the application of an external
tential in dc discharge plasmas@5#. Recent observations o
the rotation of a cloud of dust particulates in the presence
a magnetic field stimulate further interest in the physics
dusty plasmas@6,7# and a spinning motion of a dust particu
late in the cloud was also studied@8#. The rotation of a Cou-
lomb cluster in a plasma has been studied theoretically
which ion-neutral collisions play a major role associat
with the ionE3B driving force@6,9#. However, the detailed
experimental observation of the rotation of a small num
of dust particulates in a magnetic field revealed the ra
oscillatory motion along the circular orbit as reported in R
@7#. Such a dynamic behavior of the dust particulates m
vates us to propose a mechanism of cluster rotation i
plasma in the presence of magnetic field. In this paper, a
lytical study shows dynamical behavior of a Coulomb clus
in the presence of magnetic field, in support of the exp
mental observation and the particle simulation.
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II. DYNAMIC EQUATIONS

The dynamics of dust particulates forming a polyg
structure in a horizontal plane in the presence of gravitatio
and magnetic fields may be described by a Hamiltonian

H5
1

2M Up2
Q

c
AU2

1V~r ,z!, ~1!

whereV(r ,z) is an external potential described as

V~r ,z!5 1
2 K1r 21 1

2 K2z21Qf1Mgz. ~2!

Here Q and M are charge and mass of a dust particula
respectively;

A5~Ar ,Au ,Az!5~0,rB/2,0! ~3!

is the vector potential assuming thez directional magnetic
field, K1 andK2 are constants to define a confining potenti
r 25x21y2, Mgz is a gravitational potential, andf is the
screened Coulomb potential defined by

f5(
j

Q

ur2r j u
expS 2

ur2r j u
lD

D , ~4!

wherelD is the Debye length and the summation is taken
all the neighboring dust particulates. We note that our gen
alized forceFG may contain a forceF not derivable from
potentials, including the ion drag force and the friction
force by neutral particles, or

FG52“V1F. ~5!

The momenta are given through

q̇ j5
]H

]pj
~qj5r ,u,z! ~6!
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as

pr5Mṙ , ~7!

pu5Mr 2u̇1Qr2B/2c, ~8!

pz5Mż, ~9!

where a dot indicates the differentiation with respect to tim
The Hamilton equations of motion for a dust particulate w
a generalized force in consideration are given through

ṗ j52
]H

]qj
1F j , ~10!

as

ṗr5Mr u̇~ u̇1vc!2K1r 2Q]f/]r 1Fr , ~11!

ṗu52Q]f/]u1rF u , ~12!

ṗz52K2z2Q]f/]z2Mg1Fz , ~13!

wherevc5QB/Mc. The force due to the ion drag and th
neutral friction may be expressed as

F52M @~vd2vi !/t i1~vd2vn!/tn#, ~14!

wherevd , vi , andvn are the velocities of a dust particulat
an ion, and a neutral particle, respectively, andt i andtn are
the characteristic times for ion drag and the neutral fricti
The characteristic times are expressed as

t i5
M

mini^v i&s i
~15!

and

tn5
3M

4pr d
2mnnn^vn&

, ~16!

where subscriptsi andn indicate ions and neutral particles,m
is mass,n is number density,̂v& is the mean speed,s i is the
cross section for ions, andr d is the radius of a spherical dus
particulate@10,11#. The characteristic times of ion drag an
neutral friction are rather slow because of heavy nature
dust particulate. For a spherical dust particulate ofr d
;1 mm and M;4310215 kg with ni;1015 m23, nn
;1021 m23, ^v i&;500 m s21, ^vn&;10 m s21@uvdu , and
s i;1028 m2, the characteristic times are estimated to
tn;t i*10 sec in argon plasma andtn;t i'10 min for hy-
drogen plasma. The thrust in the present paper is on
dynamics of dust particulates in magnetic field, and o
analysis starts without the ion drag and the neutral fricti
The effects of the ion drag and the neutral friction will b
discussed later.
04640
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III. RING STRUCTURE OF A COULOMB CLUSTER

Now we considern dust particulates equally spaced nea
horizontal circle atz5z0 plane with radiusr 0. The coordi-
nate of thei th dust particulate is given by@11#

r i5r 0~cosu iex1sinu iey!1z0ez1dr i , ~17!

where

u i5
i2p

n
1du i ~18!

anddr i , du i are the radial and angular deviations from t
equilibrium position. We note that the vertical perturbatio
induced by the coupling with neighbor particles are resp
sible for the stability of the structure as discussed in R
@11#. The equilibrium radius depends on the number of d
particulates in a circle and can be found from the tim
independent equation

2K1r 2Q]f/]r 50 ~19!

with du50 as

r 05anr K , ~20!

an5FA3

4 (
j 51( j Þ i )

n
e22r 0usin(u i 2 j /2)u/lD

usin~u i 2 j /2!u

3S 11
2r 0

lD

usin~u i 2 j /2!u
sin~u i 2 j /2! D G1/3

, ~21!

r K5S Q2

A3K1
D 1/3

. ~22!

The numerical values arean51 (n53), 1.18 (n54),
1.34 (n55), and 1.47 (n56) in the long shielding limit.
These values will be examined by the laboratory experim
as well as by the simulation.

IV. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Now we consider a situation away from the equilibrium
The equations of motion for thei th particulate give the fol-
lowing equations:

Md r̈ i5M ~r 01dr i !du̇ i~du̇ i1vc!23K1dr i

1
Q2

4r 0
2 (

j Þ i
d f 1~u i 2 j !, ~23!

M ~r 01dr i !dü i12Md ṙ idu̇ i1Mvcd ṙ i5
Q2

4r 0
2 (

j Þ i
d f 2~u i 2 j !,

~24!

whered f 1(u i 2 j ) andd f 2(u i 2 j ) are the screened Coulomb
perturbations induced by the interaction with other partic
lates in the circle. We note that Eq.~20! was used in deriving
6-2
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Eq. ~23!. The simultaneous equations given by Eqs.~23! and
~24! for i 51;n describe the behavior ofn particulates in
the circle. Although dust particulates in the circle a
strongly coupled through the screened Coulomb force,
individual behavior of thei th particulate may well be de
scribed by the coupling of Eqs.~23! and ~24! in the weak
coupling limit where the screened Coulombic perturbatio
may be negligible. To analyze dynamic motion of thei th
dust particulate in the circle, we introduce normalized qu
tities R5r i /r 05ur i u/r 0 , T5vpt, V5v i /vp5 u̇ i /vp , and
Vc5vc /vp , where

vp5~3K1 /M !1/2. ~25!

Noting that d ṙ i5 ṙ i and du̇ i5 u̇ i5v i we find normalized
equations

R̈5RV~V1Vc!2~R21!, ~26!

RV̇12ṘV1VcṘ50. ~27!

Since the left hand side of Eq.~27! can be written as
(1/R)d@R2(V1Vc/2)#/dT, we find that

R2S V1
Vc

2 D5h[a2S V01
Vc

2 D , ~28!

wherea is the normalized initial radial displacement andV0
is the normalized initial angular frequency of a dust partic
late. On the other hand, Eq.~26!, by multiplying 2Ṙ on both
sides and integrating with respect to time, leads to

dR

dT
56A2@E2U~R!#2

h2

R2
, ~29!

whereU(R)5(11Vc
2/4)R222R and E is a constant given

by E5@Ṙ2/21h2/2R21U(R)/2# t50. Equations ~28! and
~29!, by noting V5du i /dT, give the relation between th
angleu for the i th particulate and the radial displacementR
as

u~R!5u06E
a

R 2h2Vcr
2

2rA2r 2@E2U~r !#2h2
dr, ~30!

whereu0 is the initial angle forR5a. The trajectories of a
dust particulate initially located atu5u050 are described
by Eqs. ~26! and ~27! and are shown in Fig. 1 in thex-y
plane forVc520.1 with various initial conditions ofa and
V0. The criterion for the direction of the rotation can b
found by settingR51 in Eq. ~28! and is described by a
parameterW defined by

W5V01S 12
1

a2D Vc

2
. ~31!

The rotation is counterclockwise ifW.0 and clockwise if
W,0. Figures 1~a!, 1~d!, and 1~e! show the counterclock
wise rotation forW.0, while Figs. 1~b!, 1~c!, and 1~f! show
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the clockwise rotation forW,0. From the temporal evolu
tion of the angleu the average angular rotational frequen
V can be evaluated. Figure 2 shows the time-average ang
frequency of the particulate as a function of the magnitude
cyclotron frequencyVc for a51.2 andV050. Equations
~28! and ~26! can be used to evaluate the asymptotic eq
tions by settingR.1 for Vc!1 andR̈.0 for Vc@1. In the
weak and strong field limits the angular frequencies
given by

V5 1
2 ~a221!Vc for Vc!1, ~32!

V52
1

2a2~2V01Vc!
1

1

2Vc
for Vc@1. ~33!

The asymptotic angular frequencies given by Eqs.~32! and
~33! are shown in Fig. 2. The angular frequency shows
minimum when the magnitude of the cyclotron frequency
'0.7. Equations~32! and ~33! show that the angular fre
quency vanishes whena51 andV050, indicating that the
dust rotation stops when frictional forces are present. T
angular motion, driven by the coupling of Lorentz force a
harmonic oscillation, will slow down in a time scale of th
characteristic times of the ion drag and the neutral frictio

FIG. 1. Trajectories of a dust particulate in the magnetic fi
(Vc520.1) as described by Eqs.~26! and ~27!. A dust particulate
is initially placed atu5u050 with radiusR5a and initial fre-
quencyV5V0. ~a! a51.2, V050.05, W50.03; ~b! a51.2, V0

50, W520.02; ~c! a51.2, V0520.025, W520.04; ~d! a
50.8, V050.025, W50.05; ~e! a50.8, V050, W50.03; ~f! a
50.8, V0520.1, W520.07.
6-3
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FIG. 2. The time-average angular frequency,V, vs the magnitude of the cyclotron frequency,uVcu as described by Eqs.~26! and ~27!.
~1! A weak field limit given by Eq.~32!. ~2! A strong field limit given by Eq.~33!.
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and that is when the azimuthal drift of the dust particulate
expected to be stimulated by the azimuthal drift of ions
crossed radial electric field and vertical magnetic field
described in Ref.@6#. Once dust particulates are pushed aw
from the equilibrium position, i.e.,aÞ1, the Lorentz force
coupled with the harmonic oscillation will take over the d
namics of the motion of dust particulates.

V. EXPERIMENT

In a laboratory experiment, a group of dust particulate
observed to form a polygon structure in an externally i
posed potential in a dc discharge argon plasma of the pla
density around 108 cm23, the electron temperature of a fe
eV with a gas pressure of 220–260 mTorr. The parab
confining potential has a potential hill to confine negative
charged dust particulates and is formed at about several
limeters above the levitation electrode with a radial spread
about 1 cm by a method described in Ref.@7#. The cluster
forming a polygon structure could be as simple as a trian
a square, a pentagon, and a hexagon, and could develop
a cluster of polygons, a plasma crystal, when dust part
lates are increased in number in the confining potential. F
ures 3~a–c! show the observed polygon structures of d
particulates in the dc discharge. The structures are forme
injecting methyl methacrylate polymer spheres of 0.
;5 mm in radius with a specific gravity of around 1 g/cm3

into the confining parabolic potential under the gravity.
typical polygon radius is on the order of 0.1 to a few mil
meters depending on the dust particulate radius, charge,
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the strength of the confining potential. The ratios of t
radii for various polygon structures, thus observed, ag
well with the analytical predictions given by Eq.~20!, except
for the cases ofn56 and higher values ofn. The observed
radius forn56 is somewhat larger than the value predict
by Eq. ~20!. This is because the sixth dust particulate
settled in the center of the circle, which is not incorporated
our analytical model. The experiment shows the rotation
the particulates consisting of a polygon in the presence
vertical magnetic field of up to 0.4 kG~see Fig. 5 of Ref.
@7#!. Because of the difficulty of experimental conditions
produce a stable symmetric plasma in the presence o
strong magnetic field in a dc discharge, the dynamic mot
of the dust particulates is studied in a rf discharge plasma
the magnetic field up to 40 kG. The stable discharge was
difficult to produce even in a rf plasma in a strong magne
field above 10 kG. The angular frequency of the rotati
cluster is found to increase linearly with the field strength
to about 3 kG and saturates in its magnitude followed by
decrease of the frequency for the strong field above abo
kG ~see Figs. 9 and 10 of Ref.@7#!. Such a linear dependenc
on magnetic field in the weak field regime and the saturat
followed by the decrease of the angular frequency are w
described by our analytical model as shown in Fig. 2. T
rotational direction was controlled by changing the polar
of the external electric field which modifies the radial stru
ture of the confining potential, corresponding to the chan
of the parameterW or initial conditions as described by Eq
~31!. The experimental observation revealed the oscillat
6-4
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FIG. 3. Polygon structures of dust particulates in the horizontal plane in argon plasma.~a!–~c! Laboratory experiment with dus
particulates of 5mm radius with specific gravity of 1.20 g/cm3. ~d!–~f! Simulation results.
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orbiting motion of dust particulates as shown in Fig. 6
Ref. @7#, a unique feature shown theoretically in Fig. 1.

VI. PARTICLE SIMULATION

A two-dimensional particle simulation is performed
model the formation of plasma crystals in the presence
electric and magnetic fields. Charged dust particulates
assumed to have radius 5.0mm, mass 6.2310213 kg, and
charge 1.6310214 C. A confining potentialU is assumed to
have a quadratic form,U5K1r 2/2, wherer is the horizontal
radial distance from the center of the system under con
eration and a constantK1(563105 eV/cm2) is chosen to
reproduce the experimental conditions. A small number
charged dust particulates are introduced in the system,
trapped in the confining potential under the action of Co
lomb force between dust particulates as well as a prescr
frictional force (F52m ṙ ,m50;1.5310211 kg/sec) due to
ions and neutral particles. The simulation model and preli
nary results were reported earlier@12#. The simulation shows
the polygon structure for dust particulates in equilibrium
was observed in the experiment. Figures 3~d!, 3~e!, and 3~f!
show the results of simulation withm51.5310211 kg/sec,
in which the ratios of the radii are in good agreement w
the analytical prediction given by Eq.~20!. Further introduc-
tion of dust particulates in the confining potential formed
cluster of dust particulates. In the presence of magnetic fi
(;400 G) perpendicular to the two-dimensional plane wi
out frictional force (m50), the simulation shows the orbita
angular motion of dust particulates along the equilibrium
04640
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bit with some perturbations of radial oscillatory nature. Ev
with the rotation, the polygon structure of dust particula
remains the same at any given time. The simulation re
suggests that the dust angular rotation is not simply due
the Lorentz force, but due to the coupling of the Loren
force with a restoring force to keep the particulates in eq
librium orbit. The simulation supports the mechanism p
posed by the analytical picture presented in this paper.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the equilibrium condition and the dynami
of polygon structures of dust particulates confined in a
tential in the presence of gravitational and magnetic fie
are well understood by a coordinated study of laborat
experiment, particle simulation, and the analytical theo
Theory based on Hamilton equations of motion reveals t
dust particulates form polygon structures in a horizon
plane with dynamic motion of angular rotation accompan
by radial oscillation with the structure intact. The theory al
shows the rotational direction of dust particulates as a re
of the coupling of the Lorentz force and the harmonic osc
lation. The rotational frequency is found to be linear with t
weak magnetic field, although the frequency is inversely p
portional to the field in the strong field limit.
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